PATHS TO THE NAVY RESERVE
CAREER TRANSITION OFFICE (PERS 97)

Recruit Once – Retain for Life
PATHS TO THE NAVY RESERVE

• CAREER TRANSITION OFFICE (CTO)
  • CWAY Approved SELRES quota
  • Approved 1306 from SELRES ECM
    • If less than 30 days from SEAOS
  • Reserve Enlisted Manning Initiative (Approvals provided to CTO via NRC)
  • Delayed Affiliation Program (DAP) (90 days prior/ Reserve a future quota)
    • MILPERSMAN 1133-062
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BENEFITS

- 180 days of Tricare coverage through TAMP program (AC only)
- Affiliation Bonuses based on Rate and NEC
  - Up to $20K
- 2 Year Mobilization Deferment (NAVADMIN 007/07)
- Receive 4 days of pay for a typical drill weekend along with flexible drill opportunities
- SGLI $400,000
- Reserve Retirement, including medical (after 20 qualifying years of service)
- MGIB-SR/MGIB-SR Kicker (6yr obligation, No out of pocket $)
- POST 9/11 GI Bill and transferability (Must have NSIPS PG 13 prior to transferability in MILCONNECT)
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CAREER TRANSITION OFFICE

DIVISION DIRECTOR
• LCDR Dawana Jones

SENIOR ENLISTED ADVISOR
• NCCM(SW) Michael Lydigsen

DEPUTY DIVISION DIRECTOR
• LT Richard Borgers

OPERATIONS OFFICER
• LCDR Tyler Maits

ENLISTED BRANCH HEAD
• NCC(AW) Melody Rivas
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CTO CONTACT INFORMATION

Web-site
http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/career/Transition/Pages/default.aspx

Email
cto.officer@navy.mil
cto.enlisted@navy.mil

Phone
Comm: (901) 874-4192 Officer
(901) 874-4108 Enlisted
DSN: 882
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